Technology Steering Committee
July 10, 2006

Mike Gunter, David Monical, Donna Lalonde, Denise Ottinger, Ron Wasserstein, Bob Boncella

CMS Platform -
• Have finished the internal demos of the CMS packages.

AV Streaming of MIAA Games -
• Contracts are being reviewed. After the contracts are finalized the athletic directors will meet to decide on pricing structure. The conference needs to make $100,000 in the first two years to keep the project going. In early November we will need to be ready to go with AV streaming for basketball.

HiPACE Academic Computing Environment -
• Mike distributed a list of computer domain names requested for HiPACE:
  • Cluster: hipacems.washburn.edu
  • SMP: hipace.washburn.edu
  • File server - hipacefs.washburn.edu
• This is the same model everyone else uses.
• This was approved by the Committee.
• Year one is to show that we are using the equipment effectively. After it is up and running it will need to be brought back to the committee.
• David asked to see a list of all the current domains that are accessible from the outside.

Continuing Ed -
• Touchnet Universal Pay widget is being considered to register students and process payments for Continuing Ed. Mike and Tim will meet with the vendor.

Microsoft Campus Agreement Expansion -
• Adding Office Suite and Operating System purchase rights for students and staff was discussed. Perpetual licenses could be purchased for around $60 which is about half the Bookstore price. There would be no out of pocket cost to the University. Mike will continue to pursue this for the Fall semester.

Luminis Upgrade Next Week -
• The upgrade is scheduled for July 14-16. Much of our infrastructure will be out for several hours over the weekend. Users will see very little change since the upgrade will be mostly technical. It will support Firefox after the upgrade.

PC Deployment-
• Rollout is being scheduled. One person will install the PCs and another employee will come behind with training for the new PC user.
Mediated Classroom Installation -
• Working with CJ on isolating classrooms for the installation.

Banner Support Meeting -
• Washburn will host the meeting this year. It is scheduled for November 8th and 9th.

Pay for Print -
• The Law School would like to keep non Law School students from printing to their printers without paying a fee. One option has been tested and they have one more to review.

Network Connection Agreement -
• Updated residence hall network connection agreement was discussed and approved.